
Schizophrenis

The sentence „You must be paranoid“ nearly belongs to the common speech nowadays. With this 
term we describe close people who present themselves occasionally suspicious, make irreproducible 
assumptions (e. g. who probably conspires against them at work or in private). This condition is 
usually quite harmless. A first enhancement means a “fixed idea”. It is difficult to forget about that 
thought but the content is still realistic. A pathological condition is reached when the thoughts turn 
away far from reality and the person affected can hardly be convinced of the obvious incorrectness.

Paranoia (Greek: psychosis with systematized delusion) stands for a mental disease in medical 
science. Especially German psychiatrist rendered outstanding service to the common understanding 
of delusion. K. Jaspers designated 3 criteria for the identification of delusion: 1. Impossibility of the 
perceived (“CIA is after me”), 2. thoughts are uncorrectable. 3. subjective assurance (“I am 100% 
right with my interpretation”). These three items are still used today to set the diagnosis. People 
suffering from delusion refer spoken words, noises, movements, etc. to themselves, believe to be in 
the center of the perceived. The most common delusional thoughts focus around persecution, 
relations, jealousy, delusions of grandeur, delusion of guilt. If these thoughts lead to a kind of 
coherent experiencing this is called systematic delusion. Imaging procedures suggest a complex 
disorder of different brain areas and processes of the cerebral metabolism. Delusion can be a major 
symptom for rather minor disorders of brain functions of circulatory disorders. In cases of a 
decomposition of certain brain areas (e. g. Alzheimer’s disease) and other physical diseases 
delusion can occur additionally. Often it is part of a schizophrenic psychosis, a psychosis activated 
by drugs, with severe depression (delusion of guilt), obsessions (conditions of pathologically 
exalted moods), delusions of grandeur and jealousy delusions in alcohol-dependent people. Even in 
persons with iterant conspicuous behaviour patterns (personality disorders) delusions can occur. 
Sometimes it is difficult for the psychiatrist to differentiate delusion from reality. I remember a 
patient who at the same time suffered from severe mental trauma, schizophrenia and circulatory 
disorders of the brain and reported a story of murder and homicide. He was previously diagnosed of 
having a delusion. But after checking the new story at the editorial office of a criminological TV 
magazine I found out that the story was true in detail. 
Therapeutically neuroleptics are administered regulating the brain messengers with different effects 
depending on the emergence of the disease. If medications do not show any effects a therapeutic 
approach of a so-called “double book-keeping” is applied through which patients learn to keep the 
delusion kind of in the back of their brain in order to be able to have a normal interaction with 
others.


